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Abstract 

The paper introduces the concept of engagement as a way of modeling and implementing flexible 
learning processes. The paper particularly addresses new learning demands, such as personalized 
learning, and defines ways of defining learning processes to support such new demands. It then 
shows how engagements can be used to provide guidelines for selecting information technology 
services that meet such new demands. 
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Introduction 
There is increasing demand for education providers to meet new learning demands such as per-
sonalized and learner driven education, or developing competencies (Hezemans & Ritzen, 2002) 
using constructivist learning methods. One question that arises here is whether a general approach 
can be found where such different requirements can be met using a generalized approach. Such an 
approach requires different environments to be constructed from similar learning objects (de 
Salas & Ellis, 2006; Koper 2000). The paper proposes that such a generalized approach be based 
on modeling learning processes and proposes viewing such learning processes in terms of the ge-
neric concept of engagements. The paper uses the term engagement because of its natural empha-
sis of people working, or engaged, with each other in some common goal and learning from each 
other during the engagement. Thus typical engagements can be to propose a solution, or explain 
some new material. The goal of this paper is to provide a generic definition of engagements and 
show how they can be combined into learning processes.  

The paper first defines a terminology before outlining how learning processes can be described in 
terms of engagements. The emphasis in this paper is on process, which is central to this paper. 
Similar to business processes, a learning process can be seen as a set of activities that are fol-
lowed in some sequence to achieve a learning goal. There are alternatives for describing learning 
processes, ranging from pedagogical issues to the practical issues of supporting learning using 
information technology. From a pedagogical perspective, a learning process taking the form of a 

number of cognitive activities (which 
when combined), satisfies the learning 
goal. Learners construct their knowledge 
during the activity. Most activities in the 
learning process are composed of en-
gagements, where a number of people 
share and exchange knowledge. En-
gagements are then combined to form a 
larger learning process. From an infor-
mation technology perspective, learning 
process is often seen as the steps that are 
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followed in learning, and ways that people use technology to carry out these steps. The learning 
process must identify the technology to support the learning activity. Engagements are part of the 
learning process and provide a basis for defining the information technology services needed at 
each learning step. 

A View of Engagements 
Figure 1 shows some of the kinds of engagements found in learning environment, together with 
the roles that participate in such engagements. These include: 
 

• Students engaging with content, which may be simply reading material or it may be 
studying using a simulation program, 

• Students engaging with each other while working in groups on a common project where 
students distribute responsibilities but must coordinate their activities. 

• Teachers engaging with students to provide guidance or to assess progress. 
• Students engaging with administration to setup and manage a study program. 
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Figure 1: The variety of engagements in teaching and learning 

A learning process is made up of a combination of such engagements. 

Some Aspects of the Process Definition  
The type of engagement depends on the two major alternatives - instructivist and constructivist 
approaches. The principal difference is that in the instructivist approach, the learner is instructed 
how to proceed. In the constructivist approach learners select their own learning sequence.  Thus 
in the instructivist approach students build up their knowledge by following predefined steps, 
with prespecified requirements for each step. Here usually skills are developed out of context 
(learning data modeling through the study of theoretical structures and languages with minimal 
reference to their application).  The engagements in this case are highly structured and the context 
specially designed to concentrate on a technique that is being taught. 

In the constructivist approach students build their knowledge through experiences in context usu-
ally a case study. Recent educational approaches are also placing more emphasis on constructivist 
learning approaches (Jonassen, 1999), where learners construct knowledge in their preferred 
ways. A learner sets or is set a learning goal and develops a learning plan and is provided with 
learning materials. In educational institutions, the learning plan is usually a set of lectures and 
assessments that is followed by all the students taking a subject. In industry the context is the cur-
rent business activity. 
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We address ways to customize such plans to specialized learner needs for large numbers of learn-
ers by suggesting the best engagements for them to participate in. The learners are then guided 
through their specialized plan using support systems to minimize the effort needed to manage the 
plans by teachers. Such guidance can take many forms. It may be to identify a lack of some ele-
mentary knowledge and provide ways to build familiarity of this knowledge before continuing 
with the main learning plan. One further advantage in formulating plans is support constructivist 
learning, which some writers (Petraglia, 1998) suggest are not effectively supported in current 
systems.  In this case, learners usually choose their engagements and often require support to cus-
tomize them to their needs. 

A Conceptual Framework for Describing Learning  
Figure 2 illustrates the main concepts in the approach described here. These are similar to other 
existing approaches such as that of Wang (2005).  The main elements are: 

• Learning environment, or where learning takes place. This may be a University of a per-
son’s place of work. 

• Learning goal, which describes the learning objective, 
• Learning plan, which defines the sequence of learning activities to be followed to achieve 

the learning goal. The sequence of activities is here called a learning process. The process 
is made up of a set of activities arranged into a sequence of steps. 

• Learning activity, which describes a step of the learning plan and uses a selected learning 
method, 

• Subject metadata, which provides explicit references to information needed in the activity,  
• The learning method, which is used during the activity, and which can include a number of 

engagements, 
• Support services provided for the engagements in the learning method. 

 

The approach proposed here is to first define the learning goal and then propose a plan to achieve 
this goal. The plan is composed of a number of learning activities, which are followed in a se-
quence here called the learning process. The learning activities are realized through engagements.  
The engagements are then constructed out of one or more learning objects in a way similar to that 
in Koper (2000). Figure 2 provides our framework for placing the learning activities within a 
practical context. Thus for example, support services depend on the environment in which learn-
ing takes place. The learning proceeds in accordance with a plan. How the plan is set depends on 
the environment and its policies and services. Similarly the method used to support learning ac-
tivities depends on available support services and learning process.  

Engagements – What are they? 
An engagement is a number of interactions to achieve a learning sub-goal within a larger goal 
such as that described in Bednar, Eglin, and Welch (2007). For example, preparing and assessing 
an assignment may include a number of engagements, such as clarifying the problem, discussion 
with peers, or looking up references. This is followed by the actual writing of the assignment and 
by its assessment. Each of these engagements includes a number of roles. It is necessary to iden-
tify the roles in the engagement and the interactions between them. The interactions go beyond 
simple exchanges of individual messages, but involve sequences of messages towards some goal. 
We use the term engagement as a concept to group such messages into sequences that achieve 
some goal. We then define the communications needed between the different roles, and then go 
into detailed design by identifying engagements followed by providing services to support these 
engagements.  
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Typical engagements in learning include: 

• Preparing a document that may be an assignment or some other report – here called man-
aging an e-portfolio, 

• Obtaining feedback following up an assessment, 
• Presenting and following up a query, 
• Round table discussions on a topic of interest. 

Defining Engagements in Detail 
Our goal now is to define engagements in more detail. In theory an engagement can be seen as a 
composite object shown in Figure 3. There are a number of roles carrying out a number of actions 
in the engagement. Services such as discussion boards (Harman & Koohang, 2005) are provided 
to support the actions. Such services include access to databases required by the actions.  

 

Figure 3: A conceptual model of an engagement 
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Figure 2: Conceptual model for integrating learning and learning activity processes. 
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In summary: 

• An engagement has a goal, such as analyze a problem, check a solution, and so on. 
• Actions define what must be done to accomplish the goal. These include actions such as 

update document, discuss with expert 
• Services are provided to allow users to carry out the actions. These may be chatrooms, 

discussion databases. 
• Local private context is what is directly needed to complete the engagement, as for ex-

ample a critique, 
• Global context is the knowledge that may be used as background but is not changed, as 

for example lecture notes. 
 

There are also constraints and permissions, as for example, role permissions for a function. The 
kinds of actions include: 

• Setup a new engagement, 
• Invite people to take up a role in the engagement. 
• Alert people of actions taken by others in the engagement, 
• Update local information, 
• Get background information, 
• Setup services to support actions in the engagement. 

 

As an example Figure 4 is an example of a simple engagement often found in instructivist learn-
ing. Here a teacher assesses a student assignment. The functions are to make the assessment and 
to explain it to the student. Included often are discussions with the student’s peers and problem 
clarification.  The services are an e-meeting to clarify the assessment and a discussion system for 
gathering comments. The context can include background material as well as general assessment 
rules. 

 

Figure 4: An example of an engagement 

The engagement in this case is collaboration in the small being carried out within a larger frame-
work, which is completion of the subject by the student. The issues then are how to subdivide a 
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Important Considerations in Designing Engagements 
To serve their purpose engagements must satisfy a number of criteria. These include: 

• The responsibilities of the engagement roles are clearly defined,  

• The services that must be provided in the engagement to adequately support the roles, 
and  

• Provide easy access to the local context,  

• Make sure that adequate services are provided for knowledge transfer, 

• Making sure that the engagements are consistent with the process. 

Modeling Learning Processes in Terms of Engagements  
In their most elementary form, engagements can be seen as supporting the activities in the learn-
ing process. As an example Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the kinds of engagements in instructivist 
and constructivist learning processes. Here each black dot is an activity. The arrows between the 
dots indicate the sequence of activities in the learning process. The box under the dot lists the en-
gagements in the activity. The difference is that the activities in an instructivist are predefined, 
often in what is to be achieved and how it is to be achieved. Thus as shown in Figure 5 there is a 
process step, called ‘obtain information’ which is made up of two engagements, ‘distribute mate-
rial’ and ’explain material’. The explanation in most cases is through a formal lecture, which is 
modeled as an engagement. In another activity ‘tutorial work’ a tutor can demonstrate the appli-
cation of techniques introduced in ‘obtain information’.  A sample solution is then usually pro-
vided and explained, which can be another engagement. Often such engagements involve small 
groups with interactions between the teacher and learner. The conditions for knowledge transfer 
are usually satisfied, as there is both the socialization to share tacit knowledge as well as interpret 
it in terms of the current problem and to evaluate any outcomes. 
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Figure 5:  An instructivist learning process expressed in terms of engagements 

In the constructivist process, the difference is in choosing the activities to be carried out. Thus, 
for example, the student is provided with learning objectives and a case study and will have to 
develop their own study plan to complete the study. The principles are learned in context and 
hence at times some instructivist learning may have to take place. 
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Figure 6: A constructivist learning process expressed as engagements 
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Figure 7: A workspace setup for an engagement 
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trates on one engagement or whether it should support a number of engagements. The engage-
ments must also be seen in the context of other activities and the process as a whole to enable 
learners to move freely between the engagements.  

Further Development 
Currently all activities are predefined and there are also predefined methods for each activity. We 
are currently extending the system to allow greater flexibility. Principally the goal is to support 
constructivist learning. Two ways are proposed. One is for learners to themselves structure their 
learning process. The other is to provide useful hints and support for learners to structure and fol-
low their selected learning process. Our other work includes ways to extend support beyond the 
workspace, principally to mobile devices.  

Extending to Constructivist Learning 
Supporting constructivist approaches especially with learner driven systems is not an easy task. 
They need some support from agents especially in the constructivist approach. Here virtually 
every student can be carrying out a different study plan, making management an onerous process. 
A variety of agent support systems have been proposed. One earlier approach was to use peda-
gogical agents (Baylor & Kim. 2003) or intelligent tutorial systems. One argument that can be 
made here is that these primarily support instructivist learning processes. Our approach (Pan & 
Hawryszkiewycz, 2006) here is to suggest the use of software agents that support the learning 
activity process, by suggesting and supporting various engagements. In that context they provide 
guidance rather than domain expertise. The process agents will know the role responsibilities and 
bring together the services, context and roles needed to create and support each engagement. The 
agents are based on the metamodel of collaboration defined in earlier work, which identified the 
concepts to describe collaborative processes (Hawryszkiewycz, 2005). The collaborative meta-
model concepts identify candidates for generic agents (Hawryszkiewycz & Lin, 2003) and typical 
multi-agent architectures. 

Our use of agents is leading to a more proactive environment, where agents can actually adapt the 
processes to learner background by both setting up engagements that suit the learner profile and 
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Figure 8: Selecting a learning goal. 
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providing hints on how to participate in these engagements. The process here (Pan & Hawrysz-
kiewycz, 2006) is illustrated briefly in Figure 8. Here a learner selects their learning goal. The 
system then suggests a learning plan to be followed to achieve the goal and helps the learner pro-
ceed through the plan.  

Summary 
The paper introduced the idea of engagements and how they can assist learning by providing 
flexibility to construct personalized learning processes. It proposed a model of engagements and 
showed how they can be composed to create learning processes.  The paper then concentrated on 
implementation issues. It first illustrated the current state where most engagements are predefined 
and presented through workspaces. It then suggested that such implementations could be easily 
extended to support constructivist learning processes through the use of software agents. 
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